
 

Topic 1: Introducing workplace law 

From federation to fair work: 

1901 Federation – no Cth power to regulate employment but note the Constitution:  

Section 51(xxxv) – the industrial arbitrations power – statutory regulation of Australian labour 
Law relied on this 

Since 1990s, federal governments use powers other than 51xxxv to manage industrial issues.  

 Section 122 – the territories power  

Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904 (Cth) – had a court of Conciliation and Arbitration given 
power to settle interstate labour disputes changes name to: 

Industrial Relations Act 1988 (Cth) introduced by Hawke government to replace 1904 Act, 
trade unions and employers were given a limited right to enter into enterprise agreements. 

Amended by Keating government in 1993 – a regie based upon the regulation of enterprise 
bargaining. Awards downgraded and existed as a satety net of minimum terms and 

conditions of employment for those unable to engage in  enterprise bargaining.  

     1996 changes allowed registration of Australian Workplace  Agreements if 

they met the ‘no disadvantage’ test  - employee couldn’t be worse off, howard also 

reduced influence of union 

     States’ plenary power to make laws  (cant be inconsistent as per 109) – 

note Victoria’s 1996 referral of industrial relations matters to Cth  - Kennett did this. 

States still regulate trading hours, LSL, public holidays. Territories are different, use cwlth. Do 
have their own equal opp legislation etc.  

we had a patchwork system of awards across states  

unions are a separate legal entity 

 aus industrial relations commission = fair work commission (present day)  

 2004 Work Choices legislation  - 

conciliation and arbitration were dismantled and the system moved to individual and 
collective bargaining.  

Collective agreements and AWAs were no longer subject to scrutiny by 3rd party 
tribunal. 

Agreements negotiated individually dominated over collective agreements. 



Expanded the Commonwealth’s reach into industrial relations through s 51(xx) of the 
Constitution: New South Wales v Commonwealth (2006) 229 CLR 1 (Work choices 
Case) accepted that the Cwlth legislative power to make laws with respect to 
constitutional corporations provided appropriate support for the Australian Industrial 
System.  

State v federal workers – issue effectively addressed as federal system extends to all 
employers who are ‘constitutional corporations.’ Note referral of powers bar WA = 

non-corporate employers are covered by the national scheme; also it is limited to 
those matters specifically mentioned in the referral legislation. Note – state 

legislation dealing with certain workplace issues such as occupational health & safety, 
workers compensation etc.   

 

Created greater flexibility for employers in the terms and conditions they offered 

employees through AWAs   

   Reduced AIRC’s role in determining employment conditions and resolving 
disputes – no power to make new awards   

   Reduced employers exposure to unfair dismissal claims   

   Limited unions’ ability to enter workplace and bargain    

Removed the no disadvantage test – only had to satisfy the minimum 5 standards termed in 

the Australian Fair Pay and Conditions Standard.  

Criticized for moving too far to the employer – howard then reintroduced the no 
disadvantage test.  

Fair Work Act:  

Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) - All states except WA referred power to Cth (it is also 

predominantly based on s51xx)  

Fair Work Australia (now Commission) to administer laws and make decisions; different to 

the Fair Work Ombudsman to regulate and assist (Topic 4)   

 a return to more protected labour standards.  

Collective bargaining returned as the dominant method of determining conditions of 

employment (collective agreements at individual workplaces) Note: Does allow individual 
employees to negotiate individual flexibility arrangements outside the terms of modern 
awards and enterprise agreements.  

Flexibility maintained by: 

 s65 – which conferred, as a national employment standard, a right to request flexible 



work for certain employees;  

 individual flexibility clauses in modern awards and enterprise agreements so that 
individual arrangements could be made by employers and employees without 
recourse to the fed industrial tribunal for approval.  

AWAs were individual statutory agreements between an employer and an employee which 

had to be approved by a public authority; overrode the terms of awards and collective 
agreements and didn’t have to meet approval requirements of AIRC.For approval process see 

pg 690. 

There is overlap between human rights and labour law –freedom of association may be both 
a human right and a labour law right – free to join a trade union.  

Note trade and commerce power s51(i) had enabled Cwlth regulation of industrial relations 

on the waterfront, maritime and airline industries.  

Note: expansive meaning of financial or trading corporation  - get cases or  see page 504.  

Topic 2: Who is an employee: 

Sources of rights and duties in an employment relationship: 

 Negotiations between the individual parties = contract of employment. 

 Negotiations between an employer and a union or group of employees = 
collective (enterprise agreement) 

 Imposed by legislation 

 Imposed by industrial trbiunals in awards which biind the parties to them 
 Imposed by the courts in the course of development of legal prionciples (suc 

as the duty to take reasonable care) and are implied into the contract of 
employment. .  

More recently, utilising the corporations power in the constitution, which HC had said 
allowed labour laws to be validly enacteted, parliaments established the National 

Employment Standards (NES) in the FW act, which generally canot be neogitated away, 
excluded or reduced by collective agreement or contract of employment.  

Workplace rules, custom and practice: 

A statutory or waward obligation will prvail over an inconsistent CL obligation – Director-
General of Education (NSW) v Suttling (1987); Gapes v Commercial Bank of Australia Ltd 

(1981) 

Circumstances may also arise in which a custom can be established but may not constitute a 
contractual terms beceuse it was not ‘so well known and acquiesced in that everyone making 
a contract in that situation can reasonably be presumed to have imported that term into the 

contract. ConStan Industries v Norwich Winterthur Insurance (1986) Further, ‘reasonable to 
assume that the parties contracted on the basis of the custom, and that it is therefore 
reasonable to import such a term into the contract.  



NOTE: Tasmanian dam case court held that external affairs power enabled the Cwlth to make 
laws which give effect to any treaty or international convention to which Australia is a party 
despite the fact that te law might otherwise go beyond the Cwlth’s enumerated powers in 
the constitution.  

Firstly, the very ratification of a treaty gives rise to a legitimate expectation that governments 

will follow the representations about process or policy contained in the treaty in 
administrative decision making by government: Minister for Immigration and ethnic affairs v 

Teoh (1995) 

The court may refer to a treaty ratified prior to the enactment of the statute.  Can also use be 
used in the development of common law, see Mabo and Teoh.  

 

Employee or Independent Contractor:  

damevski v giudice  damevski was a cleaner working for Endoxos. He wore all the endoxos 

stuff, drove their car etc. endoxos tried to transform employees into independent 
contractors to avoid paying entitlements. Created 2 companies that would provide the labour 

back to endoxos.  

endoxos still exercised control of damevski’s work – not enough done to change the 
relationship – unfair dismissal claim valid, damages can be obtained. Nature of relationship 

needs to change.  

Many statutes and some awards define employee so as to extend or modify the common law 
notion of employee – to be ‘employees for the purpose of this legislation.’ 

On occasion, the statute will simply import the CL definition – ‘employer will have their 

ordinary meanings.’ 

Rec clothing trades award 1982 – outworkers were held the be employees, largely because 

they performed work that was integrated with the principal’s organisation.  

Mechanisms exist to ameliorate harsh or unfair conditions placed on contractors as 
compared to employees. Eg the independent contractors Act confers power of the  federal 
court to review a ‘services contract’ on the ground that it is ‘unfair’ or ‘harsh’ – s12, taking 

into account the raltvie bargaining strengths of the parties – s15. 

 


